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From the “dark” to  
the observable Universe  

Initial conditions (density fluctuations):  
•  Given by the Cosmological model (Dark Matter, 

Dark Energy) 
•  Measured by CMB experiments 

Highly structured  
“baryonic” Universe: 

 Groups and clusters of galaxies 
 Filaments 

Voids 

? Dark energy: 73% 
Dark matter: 23% 
Baryons: 4% (1/2 missing) 

But not all baryons seen 



•  Counting the baryons 
•  Models, predictions, etc. 
•  Finding the missing baryons in the 

local Universe 
•  Forward look 



Counting the baryons 

How many baryons should there be? 
How many there are? 



How many baryons  
should be there? 

Big-bang nucleosynthesis CMB+galaxy distribution 

Spergel et al 2006 

Ωb=4.5% 



Baryons at z>2 
•  Most gas mass is 

accounted for by 
Ly α absorption 
systems 

Penton et al 2004 
Wolfe et al 2005 



Baryon count at z>2 

•  Neutral gas at z>2 
consistent in mass 
locked into stars at 
z=0 

•  Conservative 
ionization corrections 
indicate that all 
baryons are 
accounted for at z>2 

Wolfe et al 2005 

Weinberg et al 2007 

4.5% 



Baryon budget at low z 
•  Stars/galaxies 
•  Groups/clusters 
•  Lyman-α forest 
•  Cold gas 
•  WHIM 

–  (1-5) x 105 K (UV) 
–  (0.5-10) x 106 K (X-

ray) 



Stars/galaxies 
•  Baryon content in 

stars and ISM of 
galaxies contributes 
Ωb= 0.3% (Persic & 
Salucci 1982, Fukugita 
& Peebles 2004) 

Component 
Stars/ISM 7% 



Groups/clusters (I) 
•  Clusters contain 

lots of X-ray 
emitting gas 

•  Baryon fraction 
(Gas/DM~0.2) 
similar to cosmic 

•  BUT 
–  Clusters are rare 
–  X-ray gas only 

detected out to 
Rvir/2. If much 
extended could 
contribute a lot 
more 

–  Uncertain role of 
groups 



How far does X-ray gas 
extend to? 

•  Gas 
contribution 
declines 
beyond ~ 
R200, so little 
contribution 
from beyond 

Dai et al 2010 



The contribution from groups 

•  Gas fraction 
decreases with 
decreasing gas 
temperature 
(or circular 
velocity) 

•  Gas in groups 
and galaxies 
contribute 
little Dai et al 2010 

Component 
Stars/ISM 7% 

ICM in Groups/
clusters 

3% 



Lyman-α absorbers at low z 
•  Number of Ly α 

absorbers declines 
below z~2, then 
flattens 

•  Some of the high-z 
HI gas must be 
locked into stars 



Lyman α froest baryon count 
•  Largest 

contribution to HI 
gas density from 
weakest absorbers 

Danforth & Shull 2008 

Component 
Stars/ISM 7% 

ICM in Groups/
clusters 

3% 

Ly α forest 30% 



Models, predictions, etc. 



The Warm & Hot IGM 
•  Simulations show that 

galaxy formation is 
inefficient in trapping 
baryons in Dark Matter 
potential wells. 

•  Large fraction of 
baryons at T~105-107 K 
–  Unvirialized 
–  Filamentary distribution 

Davé et al 2002 



WHIM thermal history 
•  Shock heating 

dominates 
•  Galactic 

Superwinds (GSW) 
important (10% 
more baryons in 
the WHIM) 

Cen & Ostriker 2006 



WHIM physical state 

T< 105 K 

105 <T< 107 K 

T> 107 K 

Cen & Ostriker 2006 



Finding the missing baryons 
in the local Universe 

UV searches 
X-ray searches 



How to detect the WHIM? 

•  In absorption: 
– Needs a bright background source 
–  Detection only along specific lines of 

sight (geometry difficult to trace) 
•  In emission: 

–  Tenuous and extended 
– Need to fight the background 
–  Large sky area coverage 

•  Other: halo scattering, etc. 



Sensitivity to weak WHIM 
absorption lines 
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Equivalent width detection limit decreases 
•  At higher spectral resolution (R=E/ΔE) 
•  At higher background source counts 

Under equal sensitivity, choose high 
spectral resolution 



Current status  (UV/X-ray) 
Istrument Band Aeff 

(cm2) 
Resolution 

HST/STIS UV 350 15000 

HST/COS UV 2000 20000 

FUSE UV 20 20000 

Chandra/LETGS X-ray 15 440 

XMM/RGS X-ray 55 360 

IXO/XGS (XMS) X-ray 1000 3000 



Detecting the WHIM in 
absorption 

Bregman 2007 



UV absorbers at low z 
•  OVI absorbers 

–  Doublet (1031.9, 
1037.6 Å), so easier 
to detect 

•  Thermally 
broadened Ly α 
absorbers (BLAs) 
–  bLα > 42 km/s 

Tripp et al 2000 

Danforth et al 2010 



UV absorbers contribution 
to the local baryon budget 

Component 
Stars/ISM 7% 

ICM in Groups/
clusters 

3% 

Ly α forest 30% 

BLA + OVI (UV) 20% 

Shull 2010 (X-ray spectroscopy mtg) 



Detection of the “local”  
X-ray WHIM  

Detection of the local  
WHIM 

Rasmussen et al 2003 
Nicastro et al 2002 



Local group or Galaxy halo? 

Angle wrt MW-M31 axis 

Halo HI column density Bregman & Lloyd-Davies 2007 

Absorption 
uncorrelated 

to Local Group 
direction 

but correlated 
to HI and to 
ROSAT halo 

emission 



Targeted searches:  
Sculptor wall 

Buote et al 2009, 
Fang et al 2010 

OVII, 4σ 



Detecting intervening OVII: The 
controversy around Mrk 421 

•  Detection of two WHIM absorbers with 
Chandra/LETGS: 
–  Nicastro et al 2005, ApJ, 629, 700 
–  Nicastro et al 2005, Nature, 433, 495 

•   XMM-Newton (437 ks) unable to confirm 
or discard these absorbers 
–  Williams et al 2006, ApJ, 642, L95 

•  XMM-Newton (955 ks) rejects the 
presence of these absorbers 
–  Rasmussen et al 2007, ApJ, 656, 129 



Two WHIM absorbers towards 
Mrk 421 with Chandra LETGS 

Nicastro et al 2005a 
Nicastro et al 2005b 

ΩWHIM=(2.7-1.9
+3.8)% 



XMM-Newton confirmation? 

•  “This appears to result 
from (1) the larger 
number of narrow 
instrumental features 
caused by bad detector 
columns, 
 (2) the degraded 
resolution of XMM/RGS 
as compared to the 
Chandra/LETG, and (3) 
fixed pattern noise at  & 
29Å.  

•  The non–detection of 
the WHIM absorbers by 
XMM is thus fully 
consistent with the 
Chandra measurement.” 

“Despite the long exposure time 
neither of the two intervening 
absorption systems is seen, 
though the upper limits derived 
are consistent with the Chandra 
equivalent width measurements.” 

Williams et al 2006 

437 ks exposure 



Absorbers rejected by  
XMM-Newton 

•  Localized gain anomalies  
•  Transient, high duty-cycle pixel reads  
•  Cross-talk pixels-pickup of synchronously 

sampled analog signal of high dark current 
pixels  

•  Changes in source spectrum in the 
presence of finite spacecraft drift  

Rasmussen et al 2007 

“The deep continuum  
spectrum of Mrk 421 
 is well enough  
understood that it  
allows us to detect  
real absorption lines  
of equivalent width  
>1.9 mÅ with 99%  
confidence. “ 

955 ks of data 

Careful data 
reduction & alaysis 





Current status of OVII 
absorption WHIM searches 

•  Higher quality data 
needed (XMM-
Newton/Chandra) 
–  New potential 

target, with HST/
COS data 

–  Collective effort 
•  Full WHIM 

characterisation 
will need IXO or 
similar 

Component 
Stars/ISM 7% 

ICM in Groups/
clusters 

3% 

Ly α forest 30% 

BLA + OVI (UV) 20% 

OVII (X-ray) ??? 



Forward look 



IXO/XGS WHIM absorption 
studies 

•  IXO can sample a 
large number of los 
and detect hundreds 
of OVII and OVIII 
WHIM absorption 
systems 



WHIM emission studies 
•  Need: 

–  Grasp (AeffΩt) 
–  Spectral resolution 

•  Might reveal 
filamentary structure 



Outlook •  Galaxy formation process very 
inefficient in trapping baryons 
–  Gas/DM ratio increases with mass scale 

•  About 60-70% of the baryons at 
z~0 have been found, including 
~20% in UV absorbers (OVI and 
BLAs) 

•  Remaining 30-40% likely at T ~ 
(0.5-10) x 106 K 
–  No reliable detection yet 
–  X-ray spectroscopy of OVII (λ21.06 Å) 

most promising technique 
–  First detections at the edge of Chandra 

and XMM-Newton capabiliies. 
–  Characterizing the WHIM needs a 

qualitative leap forward in area and 
spectral resolution. 

Baryon 
Component 
(z~0) 
Stars/ISM 7% 

ICM in Groups/
clusters 

3% 

Ly α forest 30% 

BLA + OVI (UV) 20% 

OVII (X-ray) ??? 


